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Planar Electromagnetic Bandgap Structures Based on
Polar Curves and Mapping Functions

Charity B. Mulenga and James A. Flint, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A type of electromagnetic bandgap structure is de-
scribed that is easily parameterized and can produce a range of
square and spiral geometries. Individual electromagnetic bandgap
(EBG) geometries are defined on a cell-by-cell basis in terms of
their convolution factor , which defines the extent to which the ele-
ments are interleaved and controls the coupling slot length between
adjacent elements. Polar equations are used to define the slot locus
which also incorporate a transformation which ensures the slot ex-
tends into the corners of the square unit cell and hence extends the
maximum slot length achievable. The electromagnetic properties
of the so-called polar EBG are evaluated by means of numerical
simulation and measurements and dispersion diagrams are pre-
sented. Finally, the performance is compared with other similar
miniaturized EBG cell geometries. It is shown that the polar EBG
has better angular stability than the equivalent square patch design
and is comparable in terms of performance to other low frequency
EBG elements. At the same time it retains the ability to fine tune
the response by adjusting .

Index Terms—Electromagnetic bandgap (EBG), mapping func-
tions, metamaterials, polar curves.

I. INTRODUCTION

O VER the past decade periodic structures such as elec-
tromagnetic bandgap (EBG) materials have attracted ex-

tensive research interest in the microwave and millimeter wave
domains. The major characteristic of EBG surfaces is the exis-
tence of one or more bands whereby propagating surface waves
are effectively suppressed. In addition, many of these structures
also have the property that they reflect normally-incident plane
waves with a reflection coefficient of within certain
frequency bands. In this case the surface behaves as a wall of
magnetic symmetry and hence is often termed an artificial mag-
netic conductor (AMC) [1], [2]. There are numerous applica-
tions of these periodic metamaterials in the field of antenna
design [3]–[9]. Specific uses for these materials include pro-
ducing improved ground planes for individual antennas. [10],
and reducing mutual coupling for patch antennas or arrays [7],
[11]–[14]. Additionally, EBG structures have been applied to
coplanar waveguides (CPW) to reduce leaky waves. [15], [16]
and to realize directive base station antennas [17]. Other appli-
cations include the mitigation of switching noise in high-speed
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circuits [18]–[20] and improvement of signal isolation in RF
mixed signal systems [20].

The properties of the EBG only exist within a specific band
and thus careful design is necessary in order to select the res-
onant frequency and the bandwidth (BW) of a particular
array geometry. For a given array the center frequency is given
by [21]

(1)

where and are the per unit area inductance and capacitance
respectively. In the simplest element geometry, which consists
of an array of square patches shorted to ground at their cen-
ters, the capacitance is mainly due to fringing fields between
elements and the inductance is mainly due to the current loop
length between adjacent vias [1]. The bandwidth is also an im-
portant consideration and is given by [21]

(2)

where is the free space impedance. In low frequency applica-
tions, it is often the case that the array becomes physically very
large for a given number of cell periods and thus it is necessary
to apply special methods and geometries in order to increase
and . The most desirable approach would be to increase the
inductance as it can be seen in (2). This leads to a bandwidth
improvement (e.g., by introducing meandering vias [22], [23],
slanting vias [24], or high permeability materials [25]). How-
ever there are disadvantages to this approach such as introducing
more difficult manufacturing processes or increasing losses. An-
other approach which can be taken in addition to increasing in-
ductance, is increasing the capacitance between adjacent ele-
ments and that is the focus of the current paper.

Capacitance increase can be achieved by using high permit-
tivity substrates [23], interleaving and convoluting elements
[26], introducing inter-digitated edges between adjacent patches
[6], [27] and by reducing the gap width between adjacent ele-
ments. It is also possible to produce thick conducting elements
at the surface which exhibit both fringing and parallel-plate
type capacitance.

Frequency-reducing geometries which have been proposed
often make use of fractal space filling methods such as Hilbert
and Peano curves. As the iteration order of the curve increases,
the footprint is preserved while the length of the curve increases.
The Hilbert curve geometry has been applied successfully to
produce AMC structures with low resonant frequencies. [2],
[28]. One issue with these element types is the necessity to se-
lect an integer order number which means that fine tuning of the
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resonant frequency has to be achieved by adjusting other param-
eters such as the array periodicity, substrate thickness and gap
widths. It is an objective of the current paper to demonstrate an
array element geometry which can be tuned without changing
the substrate thickness or gap width, which are often inconve-
nient to change. In contrast, it is typically simple to modify the
slot geometry on a substrate via photolithographic-etching or
routing methods. If the array periodicity can be fixed between
elements it also allows the frequency of different regions to be
adjusted independently, potentially allowing geometrical pertur-
bations in the surface to be corrected for.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the concept
of using polar curves and mapping functions in the design
of low frequency EBG structures is introduced along with its
resultant bandgap and AMC features. Section III discusses a
method by which the surface can be tuned. The angular stability
of polar-EBG structures is discussed in Section IV. Section V
presents comparisons of the proposed geometry to well-known
low frequency EBG structures, followed by conclusions in
Section VI.

II. GEOMETRY AND PERFORMANCE OF POLAR EBGS

A. Polar EBG Geometry

A diagram showing the upper surface of the proposed spiral-
like polar-EBG structure is shown in Fig. 1. The area in the
center has been darkened in order to indicate the unit cell with
the darkest areas representing the metallic areas in the array and
the lighter parts representing the slots cut into the upper con-
ductor. Below the upper surface is a layer of dielectric and fi-
nally a layer of conducting material below this to form a contin-
uous ground plane. The ground plane is connected to the center
of the metal patches in the array by a set of thin via pins which
are labeled in Fig. 1.

If it is desired to increase the surface capacitance per unit area,
then it is possible to decrease the width of the slot, but arguably
a better way and an approach more conducive to easy manufac-
ture is to increase the slot length. A straightforward method of
defining the slot geometry is to make use of a polar equation
which defines the locus of the slot (shown dotted in Fig. 1).

We define a non-integer factor, , termed the convolution
factor, which controls the extent to which the spiral geometry is
modified. Higher convolution factors yields a geometry which
tends towards the standard “mushroom” patch surface analyzed
by Sievenpiper [1], lower numbers achieve spiral geometries of
varying levels of convolution. The polar equation is shown in (3)

(3)

where describes the locus of the spiral slot shown dotted
in Fig. 1 and other geometrical dimensions are as labeled. Equa-

Fig. 1. Top view of the polar EBG structure (dark gray—copper). The locus of
the slot (shown dotted in the unit cell) is defined by a polar equation.

tion (3) is derived by assuming that the center point of each in-
dividual slot within the unit cell of the original patch remains
fixed, as do the extremities. This simple equation ensures that
more convoluted slots (with lower values) will always remain
equidistant as they cross the line of the original slot locus. The
other slots in the unit cell are then determined by rotational sym-
metry. is a mapping function which further modifies the
polar function in order to better utilize the surface area avail-
able in the unit cell by extending the spiral-slot length. For

generates the plain circular spiral-slots shown
on the left hand side of Fig. 2. For a square unit cell, can
be chosen as the periodic function, as shown in (4) at the bottom
of the page, where . The function, shown plotted
in Fig. 3, produces warped spiral-slot patterns on the right hand
side of Fig. 2. Note that these patterns are no longer idealized
spirals but benefit from longer slot lengths due to their longer
path within the unit cell.

The geometrical effects of changing the convolution factor
and applying warping are clearly evident in Fig. 2. It can be
seen that a variety of spiral and square-type EBG materials can
generated by this technique which have varying properties, de-
pendent on the factor . The effect of varying on the slot length
is shown in Fig. 4. The slot lengths shown are normalized to the
square unit cell length, (i.e., ), case. In theory it is pos-
sible to use extremely small values of with their corresponding
long slots, however practical constraints due to the finite width
of the slot, , eventually prevent further reduction of .

B. Computer Simulation

Periodic structures of the type described can be thought of as
having two distinct properties—the AMC properties where the

(4)
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Fig. 2. Schematic of 2� 2 Polar-EBG array showing the effects of changing
the curve order on the length of the spiral. The lines indicate the slots cut into
the upper conductive layer.

Fig. 3. Mapping function that provides a warping transformation.

reflected wave at the surface is considered to be more in phase
with the incident wave than out of phase and the EBG property
in which surface waves are suppressed. In this section the two
properties are characterized for the spiral-slot based polar-EBG
structure.

To verify the AMC property a polar-EBG and a conventional
square patch EBG structure having equal periodicity, substrate
material, and slot width were compared. The EBG structures
were analyzed using the TLM method and a periodic boundary
condition [29]. The cells were modeled on a dielectric slab 3.18
mm thick with relative permittivity of 2.95. The length of the
conventional square patch used was 7 mm. In both cases

Fig. 4. Variation of slot length with convolution factor, �.

Fig. 5. Reflection phase comparison between the conventional EBG and
Polar-EBG with equal periodicity � � ��� mm, � � ��� and � � ��� mm.

the array periodicity was mm and the slot width,
mm.

The polar-EBG structure was designed using a convolution
factor which gave the shape seen already in Fig. 2.
The simulated reflection phase results are shown in Fig. 5. The
frequency band where the EBG surface had a reflection phase
in the range was taken to be the useable bandwidth. The
reflection phase variation with frequency indicates a similar be-
havior in both cases, however the EBG has a 30% frequency re-
duction compared to the conventional EBG. An expected reduc-
tion is also seen in the bandwidth in case of the polar-EBG. The
lower resonant frequency is primarily due to first resonance of
the structure and can be related directly to the spiral-slot length.
Additionally, Fig. 5 demonstrates the viability of the polar-EBG
as an artificial magnetic conductor.

The stop-band and pass-band frequencies of an EBG struc-
ture can be more fully expressed by using dispersion diagrams.
Dispersion analysis has the main advantage of estimating the
stop-bands of EBG structures without considering the entire
structure. An infinite structure is simulated by imposing periodic
boundary conditions with appropriate phase shifts onto the unit
cell in a suitable eigenmode solver. The wave propagation in the
structure can be represented by certain vectors in the unit cell
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Fig. 6. Dispersion diagram for the Polar-EBG structures (a) Polar-EBG � �

��� (b) Conventional EBG.

that constitute a boundary region of propagation, often referred
to as the irreducible Brillouin zone. Deriving the propagating
modes in this zone suffices to cover all the possible directions
of propagation within the unit cell. The Polar-EBG structure
has its irreducible Brillouin zone as the entire unit cell given
that it has rotational symmetry and not reflective symmetry.
Fig. 6 shows the full dispersion diagram
of the Polar-EBG structure and a conventional EBG structure.
The dispersion diagrams have been calculated using an eigen-
mode solver based on the Finite Integration Method [15]. The
Polar-EBG exhibits a bandgap from 2.8–3.9 GHz while the con-
ventional EBG shows a bandgap from 4–6.2 GHz. The stop-
bands predicted by the dispersion diagrams show very good
agreement with those predicted through reflection phase anal-
ysis. The suppression of surface waves plays a useful role in
improving the radiation efficiency of antennas and also allows
the control of unwanted side and back lobes in the pattern. This
capability of EBG structures can be evaluated experimentally
using surface wave measurements.

Fig. 7. TE Surface wave transmission on an EBG surface (a) polar-EBG � �

��� (b) conventional EBG.

To perform these surface wave measurements a 12 12 array
with periodicity mm was etched on a Taconic sub-
strate (TLE-95) of thickness 3.18 mm and relative permittivity

. The EBG property of the fabricated prototype was
measured using the coaxial monopole probe methodology from
[1]. The measured responses for the polar-EBG and conven-
tional EBG are shown in Fig. 7. The area shaded gray shows the
predicted stop-band edges as calculated using (1) and (2). The
measured reflection coefficient obtained by means of the coaxial
probes shows good agreement with the theoretical stop-band
values. Additionally, these results clearly show the presence of
a bandgap for the fabricated prototypes.

The conventional EBG shows a bandgap between 4.13 and
6.0 GHz while the polar-EBG with demonstrates a
bandgap with band edges at 3.06 GHz and 3.8 GHz (Fig. 7).
The stop-bands derived from the measurement results agree well
with those in the dispersion diagram determined via simulations.
The minor discrepancies found can be partly attributed to fab-
rication tolerances and due to the finite array used in the mea-
surements, as compared to the infinite array simulated.
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Fig. 8. Effect of convolution factor on the fundamental stop-band of the polar-
EBG.

III. BANDGAP TUNING BY VARYING THE

CONVOLUTION FACTOR

A convenient means of controlling the resonant frequency
and bandgap of polar-EBG structures is through the use of the
convolution factor . This convolution factor offers an addi-
tional degree of freedom over the conventional EBG and can
be used to design structures for arbitrary frequencies. As dis-
cussed in Section II, the convolution factor controls the length
of the embedded spiral-slot which contributes proportionally to
the capacitance. In this case we consider a polar-EBG on iden-
tical substrate to that described in the previous section and again
with periodicity 7.5 mm. The spiral-slot width selected was 0.5
mm and the convolution factor was varied from 0.25 to 4.

The effect of the convolution factor on the resonant frequency
and bandwidth was investigated via simulation using the TLM
technique with periodic boundaries at the edges of the unit cell.
Note that for the simulation results are almost indistin-
guishable from the results for the standard square patch element.
This can be confirmed by noting the slot length in Fig. 4 is ap-
proximately . Values of were not simulated as
this would have removed an excessive amount of metal from
the array. By considering the reflection phase and measuring
the center frequency and bandwidth the bandgaps for different
convolution factors were obtained. The results of these simula-
tions are shown plotted in Fig. 8.

It is clearly shown that as is reduced the resonant frequency
decreases in a nonlinear fashion. The greatest rate of change
occurs for so this could be considered a lower bound
for useful modification. At the lowest values of k the resonant
frequency is still reducing, however this corresponds to increas-
ingly spiraled structures which become difficult to manufacture
and the slot width becomes physically unobtainable.

Another important consideration at the left hand side of the
plot is the decrease in fractional bandwidth which falls off even
more rapidly than the frequency. This reduction in fractional
bandwidth is particularly pronounced for . Fig. 9 illus-
trates this effect, demonstrating in addition that when ,
a second stop-band appears. This is an indication that the next
stop band is also reduced in frequency.

Fig. 9. Reflection phase variation with curve order.

IV. ANGULAR STABILITY

EBG surfaces do not exhibit uniform surface impedance
with respect to different spatial harmonics radiated by an-
tennas [17]. The resonant frequency at which PMC effects
are observed depends on the incidence angle, and therefore the
resultant interaction of the EBG surface and antenna will be a
summation of in-phase and out-of-phase effects [30]. Angular
dependence is consequently an important characteristic to be
determined for an EBG structure. The angular dependence of
the surface impedance can be considered separately for both
E-plane (transverse electric, TE) and H-plane (transverse mag-
netic, TM) polarized waves. For the polar EBG the angular
dependence has been determined by applying the methodology
in [31]. A frequency domain solver is used to apply incident
waves at several incident angles in the range 0–60 for both TE
and TM and the resonant frequency of the EBG is determined
with the objective of determining the change in frequency and
the total amount of deviation observed for a range of incident
angles.

Table II presents the absolute deviation and relative devia-
tion of the resonant frequency for the polar EBG for various

values. The reference case is the case which corre-
sponds to the standard mushroom EBG. These reference results
are in good agreement with those presented by Simovski et al.
[31]. In the case of the polar EBG, it is notable that in the
case of both TE and TM, the polar spiral pattern has the desir-
able effect of reducing the angular dependence. The effect is
a general trend to reduce the deviation for decreasing . Also,
for the case the percentage deviation in the resonant
frequency for TM and TE is very similar and hence this is
a useful design. In comparison to the spiral designs in [30],
the polar-EBGs demonstrated greater angular stability for both

, and in both TE and TM incident fields. In
addition, the polar designs have better angular stability for the
case for . The angular stabilization effect observed in
both the TE and TM instances in the polar surface is consistent
with the observations in [31] where the excitation of the vias
causing, electric currents (TM) and magnetic currents (TE) was
produced.
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TABLE I
BANDGAP CHARACTERISTICS ANALYSIS THROUGH REFLECTION PHASE ANALYSIS

TABLE II
RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE DEVIATION OF RESONANT FREQUENCY FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF THE CONVOLUTION FACTOR, �

Fig. 10. Schematics of artificial magnetic conductors (AMC) surfaces:
(a) Conventional mushroom structure, (b) spiral-like EBG, (c) edge-located
vias, (d) second order Hilbert curve, (e) polar-EBG.

V. COMPARISON WITH KNOWN LOW-FREQUENCY

EBG STRUCTURES

Fig. 10 shows schematic diagrams of five different types of
EBG, which were designed on substrates with thickness

TABLE III
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR EACH EBG UNIT CELL STRUCTURE

mm and relative permittivity of 2.65. The radius of the
via pins, where present, was kept constant at 0.4 mm. The lat-
tice in Fig. 10(a) is the conventional mushroom structure (as
in [3]) which consists of square metal patches connected to the
ground plane by metal via pins in the center of the patch. The
lattice in Fig. 10(b) is the spiral-like EBG structure proposed by
Zheng et al. [33], while the lattice in Fig. 10(c) consists of metal
patches with offset metallic vias [34]. Additionally, Fig. 10(d)
is the Hilbert curve based high impedance metamaterial sur-
face of iteration order 2 as in [2]. These were compared to the
polar-EBG with warped spirals having .

The EBG structures were all designed to operate at 3.25 GHz
and were modeled and optimized using a full-field TLM tech-
nique. The final design parameters for each of these surfaces are
summarized in Table III. The different geometries were eval-
uated for plane wave incidence by determining the reflection
phase. The bandwidth was calculated from the simulation re-
sults by observing the convention of the phase being from
the phase at the center frequency. The results are summarized in
Table IV. The size reduction figures quoted are the percentage
of the square unit cell for the geometry measured relative to
the conventional mushroom EBG. It is worth noting that the
Hilbert curve and edge-located via structures are asymmetrical
and therefore necessitate two different orthogonal polarizations
making the resonant frequency polarization dependent. In this
study, for both the Hilbert curve and edge-located via struc-
tures, only the polarization that yields a resonant frequency
of 3.25 GHz was considered. The results of the parametric
study show that each of the four modified EBG structures
has a much lower fractional bandwidth than the conventional
mushroom type. The second-order Hilbert curve demonstrates
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TABLE IV
SIMULATED BANDWIDTHS AND CELL SIZE REDUCTION OF EBG STRUCTURES

the least fractional bandwidth at 3.6%. The edge-located via
and Polar-EBG at show remarkably similar fractional
bandwidths but with the Polar-EBG having a higher cell size re-
duction at nearly 56%. The spiral-like EBG exhibits the greatest
cell size reduction % while the Hilbert-curve shows the
least cell size reduction at 24%. Although the edge-located via
EBG marginally performs better than the polar-EBG structure
in terms of bandwidth, the performance of the Polar-EBG is
still better than that of the spiral-like EBG and Hilbert curve in
terms of the fractional bandwidth.

In the case of the Hilbert-curve, the polar-EBG performs
better, because of the greater utilization of the patch area to in-
crease surface capacitance while the Hilbert-curve relies more
on its inductive nature. The polar-EBG also has the benefit of
being symmetrical and is therefore not polarization dependent
while the Hilbert-curve and edge-located via EBGs are po-
larization dependent. This characteristic may be important to
some applications.

The difference in performance of the Spiral-like EBG and
polar-EBG can be understood by analyzing each individual
structure. The polar-EBG is a direct derivate of the conven-
tional mushroom structure when . The gaps between
the patches have been tessellated, and warped in order to
increase the capacitance by making better use of the patch area.
In the case of the spiral-like EBG, apart from increasing the
lateral length of the patch element, interleaving has also been
incorporated to a greater degree into the structure to increase
the overall capacitance.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel EBG structure designed using polar
curves and mapping functions has been presented and evalu-
ated. Simulations and experiments have been performed which
demonstrate that as is reduced, the angular stability of the sur-
face improves and the resonant frequency reduces, however, as
found in other designs, this comes at the cost of reduced band-
width. In this regard, the polar EBG performs at least as well
as the others studied and in some cases better. One of the major
advantages in this method of defining the EBG geometry is the
ability to adjust the frequency by changing only the slot length
via a simple, single parameter, . It is of course possible to adjust
the slot width and substrate thickness however the availability of
substrate and manufacturing tolerances then become more im-
portant when tuning the surface.
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